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Abstract 
Mobile phone location data has the characteristics such as sampling is random, time interval is long and uncertain, 
there is greater limitations using the traditional K-th optimal path searching algorithm to search path. We propose an 
improved random probability K-th optimal path searching algorithm (K-OPSA). This method takes several user’s 
mobile location data as the research object, the searching area is limited by using the modified A* algorithm, 
combined with random probability statistics to obtain the history probability of the road links, integrated K-th optimal 
path and improved Dijkstra optimal path algorithm to select the optimal road links which covered by the searching 
area, find out several optimal paths as reference between OD cells. And then describes the design idea, organizational 
structure and operational process in detail. Analyze the time and space complexity of the algorithm through practical 
verification, this method can improve the search space and time cost effectively, so as to solve the problem that there 
are several random paths and the accuracy of the map matching in traditional road network. 
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1. Introduction 
Extracting traffic information from the mobile phone location data is a hot research point in recent 
years, the user's optimal traveling path is the core issue in mobile phone location data mining[1]. 
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Nowadays, the difficulties in present study include that the location data sampling interval is longer, the 
sampling target is random and path matching is uncertain. 
Searching for the optimal path is one of research focus on mining the mobile phone location data. The 
K-OPSA means to find out all reachable paths between Origin cell and Destination cell, including the 
optimal, suboptimal, until the K-th optimal path. The operability of the conventional K-th optimal path 
searching algorithm is poor when the amount of the road nodes is large, and the several selected paths 
may contain loop link, overlapping links and the quantity is large. This paper proposed a good operable 
path searching algorithm "Improved K-th optimal path" which based on the K-th optimal path search 
algorithm. The basic idea is to limit the searching area using the heuristic A* algorithm, so as to generate 
a searching subset of the road network, and then analyze the historical location data, calculate the random 
probability for each history cell, select the cells with higher probability and the corresponding road links, 
analyze the spatial relationship of the cells according to the topology of the cells, combined with K-th 
optimal path and improved Dijkstra optimal path algorithm, select the probable optimal paths between the 
origin cell and the destination cell in the road network. 
2. Related theories and definitions  
2.1. Dijkstra algorithm and heuristic A* algorithm 
The basic idea of the traditional Dijkstra algorithm is generating the shortest path order by the distance 
between the node and the starting point. The search area is a circle which center is the starting point and 
the radius is the Euclidean distance from the start point to the end point[2], as it is shown in Fig 1.Heuristic 
A* algorithm based on the heuristic function which is used to estimate the weight of the probability 
between O and D. The node N’s heuristic function is )()()( ** nhngnf += . The corresponding searching 
area is an ellipse. The basic idea of restricted elliptic searching area is as follows: supposed that there is a 
node N, the distance between the node N to the starting point O and the target point D’s is |ON | and |DN | 
separately, restrict by the inequality | ON | + | DN | ≤ M . It forms a ellipse which focal points are O and D, 
and the long axis is M[3], as it is shown in Fig 1. Remove all the nodes and road links outside of the 
searching ellipse, generate a new nodes set of {N} and new road links set of {R} according to the other 
nodes and links within the ellipse area. 
 
Fig.1. Dijkstra algorithm and A* algorithm search area 
2.2. K-th optimal path search algorithm [4] 
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Definition 1: For a given directed weighted graph G = (V,R,D), V is the node set of road network: 
V={ iv |i =1,2, ..., n, n is a non-negative integer}, R is the link set of road network: R={  ir |i =1,2, ..., m, m 
is a non-negative integer}, D={ ijd |i,j V} is the set of non∈ -negative weights corresponding to the road 
links.  
Definition 2: Supposed that there are a number of directed sub graphs 1G , 2G ,... ..., nG in a directed 
graph G=(V,R,D), and GG ⊆1 , GG ⊆2 , ..., GGn ⊆ . 
Definition 3: Given a directed weighted graph G=(V,R,D) and any two origin node and destination 
node iv and jv , ijr is a path between iv and jv , the maximum probability value of the weight is )( ijrd , 
all distinct paths set between iv and jv is R={  ir |i=1,2, ..., m,}. Put in order the road links 
mk rrrr ,,,,, 21 //  according to the corresponding probability weight, 
)()()( 21 mk rdrrdrd ≥≥≥≥ / , 1r  is regarded as the first optimal path, 2r  is the second optimal 
path , until kr  is the K-th optimal path. 
3. Improved K-th searching algorithm for optimal path  
3.1. The basic idea of algorithm 
The main travel patterns are working and non working days of the certain user's, in most cases, travel 
patterns and travel route is relatively stable, especially, the time sections of go to work and go off work in 
working days. Mobile phone users leave their homes to the company in the morning, from the beginning 
point O area to the end of area D by regular exercised. According to historical data sampled in a number 
of mobile phone users on the historical position of the random probability, the travel research area by 
used the A* algorithm to limited the ellipse area, thus reducing the search of the nodes and road sections. 
Traveled the ellipse area road net after are limited, determined the positioning areas are connected or not, 
if connected, then added the road sections to the candidate road section set, and in accordance the 
adjacent relation to generate a sub-path set; if the two positioning areas not connected in the section, it 
will need to further determine whether the historical probability area between the two positioning area. if 
not, and in accordance the probability of the historical area and area relations between the neighbors, 
research the area by optimal path algorithm of Dijkstra, generating sub-path Set 2, otherwise, historical 
probability of area will be added to the search road area, the probability of this area within the coverage 
of all sections of the improved search algorithm K-th the best path to search, find all dissociation road 
sections in coverage probability area. According to the adjacent relation between road sections, there 
dissociation road section nodes will be connected to line, and generated the dissociation sub-path set 3. 
The 3 path sets will reconnection according to the from beginning to end adjacent relation, and the 
weights according to the size of the probability of an orderly path from area O to area D generate a 
continuous K-th optimal travel path until the end. 
3.2. The steps of achieve algorithm 
Step 1: The road network’s dataset is generated.  
Step 2: Initial OD cell’s production. One who have certain travel rules of cell phone users is analyzed, 
the probability of the historical position is calculated to the mobile phone users in a few months, and 
according to the probability of historical position cell at the work and rest periods, the OD cells of user’s 
travel are determined. 
Step 3: the limitation of search area. The travel search area is limit by the ellipse area searching using 
the A* algorithm, thus the searching of nodes and roads are reduced, the complexity of space and time is 
reduced, searching efficiency is improved. 
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Step 4: All roads in position of historical area are weighting in the value of historical probability. All 
roads of the region covered by the historical position cells, is analyzed in accordance with the topology of 
directional roads, all roads are saved to the Road = {Roadi|i∈{1,2, ..., m}} of road sets, and the 
probability density P = {P[k]|k∈{Cell ID}}of historical position  cells is assigned to all roads under the 
corresponding range of cells, namely, P[k|Roadi (HisProbability)] = P[k| Cell ID];By comparing the 
probability weights of the historical probability cells that non-zero probability weights will be linked the 
before and after relationship in accordance with order. Covering the searching area in the large elliptical 
of probability weights cell is regarded as a new historical position cell. The cells which are zero 
probability weights are as non-historical cells.  
Step 5: We determine the adjacency relation between two cells, in turn extract the two adjacent cells. 
We determine roads of the two adjacent cells are adjacent. If the roads are adjacent, the roads will be 
added to the candidate set 1. 
Step 6: If the two roads of non-adjacent positioning cells are required to determine whether the 
historical probability of localization between cells. If there is no history probability cell, using a modified 
Dijkstra algorithm for optimal path searching area, generating sub-path set Road2, if there is historical 
probability cell, then perform step 7.  
Step 7: Between the two positioning cell there is historical position, the historical probability will be 
concentrated on the road set of searching area, combined with the historical cell of the historic cells in 
positioning the probability of K-th optimal path searching with the possible paths, and calculate the user 
to choose to take this K weights the probability of path, whichever is the greatest probability weights as a 
path between the two cell positioning sub-path 1 of the optimal path, the path followed by weights for the 
second, and then click down until you find all of the K-th sub path set Road3, add the sub-roads to the 
candidate roads sets and link them according to adjacent relations. 
Step 8: Determine the added road sections Roadj whether in the cell for the purpose, if the road is the 
goal area, then the path searching is over, otherwise, turn to step 5, until the area is formed K road nodes 
connection between the two OD positioning area, probability weights are the optimal so far to the road.  
4. Experiments and Analysis 
This section use a road network layer of China's city as the experimental data, creating traffic network 
data set which contains 18,896 nodes and 21,123 marginal roads. Non-movement data of a user's mobile 
phone positioning is preprocessed with the literature [5] method. Considering the regularity of mobile 
phone user’s travel, working day of each month’s separate mobile phone location data is extracted, 
screened travel history of the law of mobile phone positioning data from Monday to Friday and store the 
user sub-time history of regular mobile phone positioning data to travel for the travel path of the 
searching for mobile phone users. 
First, according to the classical probability model nkAP /)( =  (k indicates the number of events 
occurring in A, n indicate total number of event) formula we calculate the probability of each cell in 
history by positioning the probability, according to travel rules, we filter out the 0:00 to 12 clock 
historical location data between the history of the probability. 0:00 to 7:00 time period, location cell ID of 
the peak number is 12683, which can be inferred that the mobile phone users in the place of residence 
within the coverage area, as a starting point for regular travel; Similarly, in 9 to 12 working hours times, 
targeting residential cell ID of the peak number is 4191, which can be inferred that the office of mobile 
phone users within the coverage area of the cell. According to the historical probability of mobile phone 
location data, the first time to find out the users in their travel time in the history of probability larger area, 
the mobile phone users in the history of travel during the three months, in the O cell and the historical 
position of D cell appears the larger probability of the data, cells are 12683 and 4191, the size of the 
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corresponding probabilities are 35% and 36.85%, passing through the area in the historical location data 
relatively large probability of the cell are 34801,15091,18411 and so on. Requiring OD for the initial cell, 
cell extract contained OD nodes and links. The improved A* algorithm to limit the searching area and 
compare with the traditional algorithm, as can be show in Table 1, after the searching algorithm to change 
the past save a lot of storage space and improve search efficiency. 
Table 1. The four algorithms compared the searching area and time 
Search area Search time 
algorithms 
node sections  
Dijkstra 8996 6367 2.00S 
A* 3748 2653 0.83S 
K-th optimal 8996 6367 0.65S 
Improved K-th optimal 2371 1597 0.30S 
 
The part mobile phone location data of user one day show that, the user from the residence (Cell ID is 
19123) starts at 7:13:07 this morning, at 8:09:48 he arrive at the 20712 Cell ID, the two cells probability 
is rare in the history, but the two cell are in the vicinity of the larger probability cells, Among them the 
19,123 cell is near with historical larger probability neighboring residential 12863 cell, larger probability 
20712 cell with historical cells is close to the larger 34801 cell, This is all possible between the two cells 
and the corresponding road trip’s probability is shown in Table 2. According to the probability of the 
historical position cells, we can get the user‘s selection: the first path probability is 0.005025, second path 
probability is 0.0067, the third one’s probability is 0.368509. From the historical position it can determine 
the size of the probability weights, the user chose to walk the third path’s probability is largest, according 
to the optimal path algorithm K, the first one can be an optimal path, the first path as the second optimal 
path, such as Fig 2. (a), (b), (c). Therefore, the third positioning path is likely to be the two most travels 
between the tracks. In the path searching process, if there is no history between the two anchor 
positioning cells, the history of probability can not find the best possible path, based on Dijkstra shortest 
path algorithm to find the user's travel path. 
According to the same method, it is followed by taking out the searching travel path of the next 
positioning cell that until the searching to the user's office cell(Cell ID 4191) is to date. It utilizes the 
probability of historical position and the K sub-optimal algorithm, the user is most likely to reconstruct 
the K section travel time trajectory.   
Table 2.  The possible paths between the two phone location cells  
path The Cells passed by The roads passed by 
The probability of 
choosing the sections 
① 19123→18451→18452→30592→23041→23042→29523→54703
→54702→44661→20711→20712 
2530→2594→6 0.005025 
② 19123→18451→18452→19133→19132→10161→10162→29521
→29523→54703→54702→44661→20711→20712 
2530→2522→252
8→2594→6 
0.00335→0.00335 
③ 19123→19122→12683→18411→18413→10162→29521→29523
→54703→54702→44661→20711→20712 
2528→2594→6 0.350084→0.015075→
0.00335 
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Fig. 2. (a) the first optimal path (blue line); (b) the second optimal path (green line) ; (c) the third optimal path (orange line) 
5. Conclusions  
The method has improved the traditional K-th optimal searching path algorithm, infers the user's travel 
OD cell by using the method of random probability statistics, performs limited ellipse searching area, 
reduces nodes and links of the search network, reduces the time and space complexity of the algorithm. If 
there has historical location data between the two cells, it can be searched the maximum historical 
probability of discrete sections by the K-th optimal path searching algorithm of random probability with 
probability weights; if not, the path set of the remaining area will be searched by the classical Dijkstra 
shortest path algorithm, until finding the located office cell and generating continuous K traveling path 
formed by the node of road from O to D. The modified algorithm greatly improves the efficiency of 
searching and provides a new idea for solving the problem of matching network resulted from the large 
sampling interval, uncertainty and randomness of mobile phone positioning data. 
With the increasing of mobile phone positioning data, the probability density of the historical location 
data will become more and more accurate. Therefore, the modified K-th optimal searching path will 
match the real traveling path. This method provides some help for detecting the state of traffic. 
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